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□ Alchemy int
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□ Balance ■ dex*
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□ Climb ■ str*
□ Concentration ■ con
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Donovan-D D Charlemagne
Fanfare please!ok, now that that's done with, there are a few things u need to know:• several fields will be precalculated, but those that are, are read only, so u won't have to worry about them• u can use the "Tab" key to cycle thru the entry fields• this form will *NOT* iron your clothes, make u lunch or help u with your homework/projects, so don't ask.• that nifty lil' reset button up there may look obtrusive, but don't worry, it won't print. :o)• u can right-click on the notes to delete them (or click on them and use the delete button) but if u didn't know this b4, then u shouldn't be using a computer at ALL-------------------------------------------------------------------------also, of mucho grande importance:for some reason i can't get my Acrobat to integrate with Photoshop. so i couldn't actually make any of my own document elements/objects. so basically, this sheet has been ripped from numerous sources, and then pieced to gether. the biggest issue of plagiarism however will be found on the last page (which is entirely optional anyway) but it's a direct copy from one of the pages of the chracter sheet done by Mad Irishman.this is meant solely as a compliment to the author, as i think it's perfect just the way it is, and a VERY useful tool for any roleplayer.  it was in fact his character sheet that led me to start working on my own. many thanks and much props :oD of course, if he's really pissed about it, just let me know, and i'll remove it. another point of note, is the fact that this sheet comes with no password protection whatsoever! if u don't like a part of it, change it! if u feel u can improve on it, then do so!, hell, i make tweaks on it ALL the time! if u think of something i missed and u can't make the changes, drop me a line and i'll see if i can accommodate u. i'll also post a plain version of this in case u don't want all the nifty pre-calculations (or u can't be bothered to fill the sheet out over and over coz u don't have the full version of acrobat to save it)if u need to contact me, feel free:email, MSN: dondredd@hotmail.comAIM: DonDredd68Yahoo: DonDreddICQ: 3075844

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
perfect for multiclass characters (yes Mark, this means you!) simply enter the individual class lvls and the character lvl is updated.the info below the classes indicates the # of skill points each class gets per lvl. int of course is intelligence, and "h" is to remind u to add ur extra point if you're a human (yes the PHB says 4 for the ranger, but i use the much cooler Monte Cooke version)i don't need to remind u how to delete these notes do i?

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
all the skills are set as cross class skills by default, simply becoz for most classes there are fewer class skills than cross class ones. so simply uncheck your class skills (by clicking on them DUH!) and proceedthe class exclusive skills are marked with a black square as opposed to the regular "x". but u could see that already, couldn't you ... nevermindalso, u may notice some of u'r skills don't add up right, that's probly coz there's an armour check penalty. it's calculated automatically.

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
put only ranks in this column. anything ur GM gives u for free (if u'r that lucky), put it in the misc column. that way u'll get an accurate total of u'r ranks used at the bottom. (usefull for knowing if u've spent them all or too many :oD)

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
yes yes. i know you're wondering. this is the total check penalty for swiming with all your gear. scary isn't it?i left it seperate from the normal skill totals coz i'm gonna assume that u know not to jump in with all ur armour and your backpack on ... right?

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
sorry, only the first figure is pre-calculated. couldn't get the darn thing to not calculate susequent figures with the modifyiers if there weren't any other attacks ... yet :oD

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
awww c'mon! everyone should have a dagger!
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LANGUAGES
Initial languages = Common + racial languages + Int bonus
Each additional language (Speak Language) = 2  skill points

SPECIAL ABILITIES / FEATS

MONEY & VALUABLES
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Donovan-D D Charlemagne
don't panic, it's just a default for the sheet. feel free to change it (once again, yes you Mark)and while i'm at it, the same goes for the gear that's already there, and the language below.(also note the individual weight totals for weapon and armour at the bottom of the gear list ... no u can't change that)

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
i got rid of the big list, mainly coz most ppl will never use most of it, and it could NEVER be completeafter u type in you feats and abilities, u can use the check boxes to either wide to indicate whether they are free coz of your class/race (on the left) or bonus feats due to class lvl (on the right)kinda important to note tho:when adding feats and stuff as u lvl, make sure u click in the box twice, so that u don't accidentally delete everything you've already typed ... don't say i didn't warn u
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character sketch

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND & NOTES

personality

quote(s)

contacts/friends

enemies

age sex

height weight

hair eyes

skin handedness

character name

description

date created dm/campaign

birth date size

Donovan-D D Charlemagne
if u need help with ANYTHING on this page, then u most certainly shouldn't be playing RPGs. why the hell'd u even bother to click here? huh?HUH? HUH!?!?!?!
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